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Abstract   

Indian society is a multicultural and multireligious society in which there are many beliefs and 

practices control the human life of the citizens. In patriarchal society, women were regarded as in 

charge of family fame. This idea is so focused on any endeavour women asserting their rights are 

regarded as an attack on the culture of the community as well very controversial. And these are the 

counter functions taken by the family in the name of honor known as Honor Killing. While there are no 

specific laws for such killings, some are the provisions in principle are used to punish wrongdoers. As a 

result, such crimes are on the move which can be reported or transmitted as suicide or natural death by 

the family members involved. This paper examines the factors that contribute to the increase in 

homicides in India, and how the killing of honor violates human rights and other international 

instruments and the steps taken by the Government of India to curb this practice. The purpose of the 

paper is to analyze whether there is a need to legislate or not regarding respect for murder. 
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Introduction 

“Hamare Ghar ki Izzat", I think this expression is adequate to clarify the main expression of this 

intolerable wrongdoing. Honor killing is characterized as killing for honor, a demise that is granted to 

the men and women by their own relatives for wedding against their desires or having an early 

relationship, wedding inside the equivalent gotra or wedding outside their station. There are some 

others factors additionally that can prompt honor killing like losing virginity before marriage, etc. The 

fundamental explanation adding to this egregious wrongdoing is the mindset of individuals ,that they 

are not prepared to acknowledge the reality their childrens can wed as per their own decisions be it in 

their own standing, religion or outside their station or religion. Some of the time it isn't just with 

regards to the position or religion, there are sure cases in which the family murder their own kin since 

they don't need that tag of affection marriage. Their alleged "IZZAT" diminishes when their girls of 

their family get wed by their own decisions. They force the weight of their izzat on the shoulders of 

their girl. These people groups are frauds to such an extent that they think about pride in drinking liquor 

and submitting abusive behavior at home. There are sure families in India that anticipate that the 

daughters of their family should just review and not to leave their home with the exception of the 

reason for going to class and afterward complete their schooling and get hitched to the individual 

picked by their family. They don't focus on the decisions of the their little girls , neither one of the they 

ask their perspective with respect to their marriage. Where having male companions is considered as a 

wrongdoing,  where young ladies are told to do everything later marriage. It’s like that Marriage is just 

key for their opportunity. 

Honor killing isn't new in our country; it very well may be followed back to the hour of segment of our 

nation where a few ladies were strongly killed so the honor could be protected. Honor wrongdoings 

disregard Articles 14, 15, 19, 21 and 39 of The Constitution Of India5. The Increase in various honor 

killing is on the grounds that the proper administration neglected to reach to the country regions and 

accordingly, this training proceeds and I, the present world the situation is that this killing for honor 

isn't simply bound to rustic regions rather it is normal in the metropolitan urban communities like 

Delhi. 

There are a few drives that are taken by our administration against the bodies like khap panchayat, for 

example, the law commision have drafted a bill named "Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly 

(Interference with the Freedom of Matrimonial Alliances) Bill"6. The bill accommodates discipline 

fir bodies that have requested killing of couples that are blamed for affection marriage. Likewise there 

are number of situations where the legal executive has given proclamations against these extra-

protected bodies. 

                                                             
5 1950 
6 Prohibition of Unlawful Assembly(Interference with the Freedom of Matrimonial Alliances) Bill, 2011 
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Yet at the same time, the instances of honor killing are accounted for and the states having the most 

elevated announced instance of honor killing in Uttar Pradesh. 

These wrongdoings for honor disregards basic liberties, encroaches the option to live with poise 

according to article 217. It shows the absence of qualities of sympathy, love, empathy, resistance among 

individual people, makes an emergency of validity in the public authority apparatus to control such 

killings. 

It encroaches the option to pick and makes pressure, dread and injury among the lower. It hampers a 

country of incorporation, fortitude, partnership and so forth. It hampers harmony and shows an absence 

of judicious reasoning limit and the capacity to understand people at their core. It's anything but a 

wrongdoing against any individual rather it is a wrongdoing against the entire society at large where 

some gathering of individual think of them as more Superior and view themselves as above law. 

With such sort of acts the moral upsides of a general public like resistance, regard for variety, self - 

assurance and so forth are corrupted when such demonstrations are submitted. 

It's about time that these individuals change their attitude and these individuals are no other person 

rather the guardians since, supposing that guardians are there to help you then these khap panchayat and 

other such people are nobody to rebuff you for the wrongdoing which you have not commited . There is 

a need to comprehend that affection marriage are not a wrongdoing for society rather assuming you 

power somebody to get hitched to that individual whom he/she tries to avoid then the individual would 

not have the option to have a glad existence. Laws are needed to be more severe to handle these killings 

and rebuff them who take laws in their own hand and remove the existence of the honest youthful 

grown-ups. It high an ideal opportunity for the khaps themselves to change and change themselves with 

the evolving times 

Honour Killing  

Honor killing are demonstrations of savagery, normally murder, submitted by male relatives against 

female relatives, who are held to have brought disrespect upon the family. A lady can be designated by 

people inside her family for assortment of reasons, including: declining to go into an organized 

marriage, being the survivor of a rape, looking for a separation — even from a harmful spouse — or 

supposedly submitting infidelity. The simple discernment that a lady has acted such that "shames" her 

family is adequate to trigger an assault on her life. 

'Honor killings are not new to the country India particularly in the areas of Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and 

Rajasthan. However at that point such cases are not simply confined to the country regions. They are 

                                                             
7 The Constitution of India, 1950 
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likewise known about in our capital and in the southern states like Kerela, Tamil Nadu and so on The 

Aarushi Talwar Case 8and the killing of Kuldeep and Monica are theorized to be such killings. 

Violation of Constitutional and Legal Rights 

The offence of honour killing is against various constitutional and legal rights in India. Article 14 i.e. 

Equality before the law, Article 15 clause 1 which talks about Restriction of discrimination on the basis 

of religion, race, caste, sex, or place of birth, Article 19  that gives Freedom of Speech and Expression, 

Article 21 - protection of life and personal liberty and Article 15 clause 3 is creating particular 

provisions for children and women are all violated by honour killings. 

It not only violates Fundamental Right Guaranteed under The Constitution of India 1950, but also 

violates DPSP9 i.e. Article 39 (f) which provides that gives children chances and facilities to grow in a 

safe way and circumstances of equality and dignity, as well as safeguarding children from violence and 

moral and financial abandonment, which is the duty of the State. 

Further, The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act of 2005 mandates a more strict 

enforcement of the constitutionally rights guaranteed to female victims of domestic violence as well as 

matters related to or incidental to it. 

However, under the Special Marriage Act10 certain provison which talks about  banned marriages 

between sapinda, i.e., decedents from mother’s side for three generations and from father’s side for five 

generations, act as a barrier to freedom to marry. Another law regarding the ban of marriage in the 

same gotra has turned out to be outdated although it still exists. This acts as a barrier in freedom to 

marriage since there is no complication of the same decedents marriage in the current situation as the 

lineages have diversified. 

Whether ‘honour killing’ to be included in Section 300 IPC 

The Report of Law Commission on Prevention of Interference with the Freedom of Matrimonial 

Alliances (in the name of Honour and Tradition): A Suggested Legal Framework suggested that there is 

no point of adding provision under Section 300 IPC11 in order to bring ‘honour killings’ within the 

ambit of the provision. The existing provisions in IPC are adequate enough to take care of the situations 

leading to overt acts of killing or causing bodily harm to the targeted person who allegedly undermined 

the honour of the caste or community. The motive behind killing a person does not furnish real 

justification to introduce a separate provision in section 300, as is contemplated to be done under the 

                                                             
8 Dr. Mrs. Nupur Talwar Respondents:State of U.P. And Anr. Citation : (1984) 2 SCC 627 
9 Directive Principle of State Policies under Indian Constitution, 1950 
10 Special Marriage Act of 1954 

11 Section 300 (Murder)Indian Penal Code, 1860 
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proposed Government’s Bill (as published in the newspapers). Probably, the addition of such clause 

may create avoidable confusion and interpretational difficulties. 

Judicial Approach  

The conversation on the issue of same gotra relationships was let go 65 years prior with the milestone 

judgment by the Bombay High Court where it pronounced that equivalent gotra relationships were 

lawful. The instance of 'Madhavrao v. Raghavendrarao'12 it was held that the marriage being referred to 

between a couple having a place with the equivalent gotra was substantial. The court additionally 

alluded to the famous creator PV Kane, creator of 'The History of Dharmashatra' who had said: 

         "The mass of material on 'gotra' and 'pravara' in the sutras, the puranas and overviews is so 

immense and brimming with inconsistencies that it is very nearly an unthinkable undertaking to lessen 

it to request and intelligibility." 

Notwithstanding this the court additionally counselled the text of Manu and Yajnavalkya and saw that 

the necessities on gotra were recommendatory not obligatory. On the accompanying grounds the court 

held that:     

           ‘’it was difficult to acknowledge the idea that regarding the Brahmin groups of today, their 

gotras and pravaras address anything like a whole line of plunge from the normal progenitors 

demonstrated by the names of their individual gotras and pravaras.'’ 

The latest case that can be considered regarding the issue of honor killing can be the Kaithal Murder 

Case13 of Manoj and Babli , which was pronounced on March 29th 2010. The milestone decision was 

given by the Additional district and session Judge Vani Gopal Sharma. The Five of Babli's relatives her 

sibling Suresh, uncles Rajender and Baru Ram and cousins Satish and Gurdev  were requested to hang 

til' the very end for killing the couple on June 15, 2007. The adjudicator condemned the seventh 

denounced, Mandeep Singh, driver of the Scorpio utilized in the wrongdoing, to seven years' prison for 

hijacking and scheme. 

Furthermore, the head of Banawala khap, Ganga Raj, was granted life sentence for incubating a 

connivance to kill a couple since they had hitched against the desires of seniors who had named them 

"brother and sisiter”. 

 

 

 

                                                             
12  AIR1946 Bom 377 
13 ‘ Five to Hang for Khap death diktat’: The Times of India (31 March 2010) 
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Reforms Suggested  

 Till the time individuals at the grass root level are not affected to detest such killings and the 

killers and to consider it as an irritated offense, no regulation can assist with further developing 

matters. At the point when water doesn't get a way to stream, it leaks through the breaks. This 

applies to people too. Till the time we don't have confidence regarding the present situation 

from the center of ourselves, we can track down lacunas in the law and a far beyond it. 

   Khap Panchayats should be disintegrated, so their deficiency of force in the towns will assist 

with addressing matters somewhat. 

 Individuals should be instructed regarding the logical rationale behind the idea of 'gotra' and its 

unimportance to marriage in the 21st century. The arrangement of gotra could be considered of 

significance in the early ages as it was intended to forestall marriage between individuals with 

the normal heredity and to forestall inbreeding gloom. In any case, in the current situation, when 

the genealogies have differentiated, the arrangement of gotra is profoundly worthless to be even 

considered at the hour of marriage. 

 Indeed, even a basic danger by a relative to the couple against the marriage ought to be viewed 

as possible risk to their lives and the couple ought to be given police insurance. 

 The discipline for such grievous violations ought to be a hindrance for individuals to endeavor 

such 'masculine' wrongdoings. We don't live in the medieval times, so prompting a sluggish 

mortal discipline would just cause a stir of the common liberty activists. In any case, life 

detainment is the thing that can be granted for a particularly savage wrongdoing. 

Need of the Era 

The shifted and complex regulation just as expanding offenses of honor killing make it vital to draw a 

different and particular regulation for an intricacy free tough law and method to be observed. Making 

honor killing a different wrongdoing will help legisture become more straightforward. 

In this, new milestone judgment of Shakti Vahini v. Association of India 14, decided by Deepak Misra 

that Supreme court held Article 21 envelops defending human existence alongside opportunity and 

essential common liberties like fairness of status. The praise worthy things to do killing by Panchayat 

or people are in repudiation to the Article and consequently are culpable moreover. 

One choice is to change the Indian Evidence Act15 with the end goal that the blamed bears the weight 

for confirmation. Thus, the khap panchayat and relatives, all things considered, should demonstrate 

their honesty upgrading the entire legal framework for honor killings. 

                                                             
14 Shakti Vahini v Union of India, (2018) 7 SCC 192 
15 1872 
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There will be common responsibility under the current laws. The khap panchayat (or some other 

substance requesting honor killings) and the person who completed the killing would be mutually 

responsible for the demonstration of homicide. 

As indicated by the 'moderate' khap panchayat, marriage between individuals of a similar town is 

viewed as inbreeding as they are kin and henceforth these relationships are not legitimate. So the 

panchayat arranges the homicide of the couple and balances their body in the town crossing as an 

illustration to other wandering couples. 

Suggestions   

Various ideas have been given by different specialists and people, to manage the circumstance of honor 

killings, and to provide separate regulations for ratification of present ones: 

 Prevention of Crimes in the Name of ‘Honour’ and Tradition Bill, 2010–– The SC in recent 

judgment concluded that guardians' or Khap Panchayats' intercession in a grown-up couple's 

marriage choice is unlawful. The current choice repeats the Supreme Court's 201016 decision 

that the public government should make a move against honor killings. The public authority's 

reaction was to lessen wrongdoing with the Honor and Tradition Act of 2010. 

 Authorization of a point by point, independent regulation – Punishment of wrongdoers, 

backstabbers, and agitators on an equivalent balance. As per the Planning Commission of ladies 

and youngster freedoms in the twelfth five-year plan, the current measures in the IPC are 

deficient to manage honor killing. Along these lines, there is a requirement for a different 

regulation to accomplish the previously mentioned standards. 

 Any open praise or love, just as provocation and passing for the sake of honor, will be 

arraigned, as indicated by the board. Interest for an independent resolution to battle such 

intolerable violations. 

o Proposed alterations to the Indian Penal Code to control in khap panchayats with respect 

to rank based segregation and killings. 

 The Hindu Marriage Act17 will be corrected to in regards to lawlessness of same gotra marriage. 

In the new occurrence, the " The Rajasthan Prohibition of Interference with the Freedom of 

Matrimonial Alliances in the Name of Honour and Tradition Bill, 2019  was passed by a consistent 

vote. The Parliamentary Affairs Minister postponed the bill in the House. Because of the bill banter, the 

clergyman expressed that the IPC and CrPc 18  areas were lacking to manage these situations, 

subsequently the bill was moved. It was set up to assist individuals with defeating their limited 

outlooks. Over the past couple of years, he asserted, 71 instances of illicit diktat granted by 'Khap 

                                                             
16 Shakti Vahini v Union of India, (2018) 7 SCC 192 
17 Hindu Marriage Act of 1955 
18 The criminal procedure Code, 1973 
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Panchayats' had been documented in the state, just as ten episodes of honor killings including four men 

and eight ladies. Consequently, such separate regulation is a need for checking the circumstance. 

Conclusion  

Continuing and as more and more laws were amended, the government took action to stop honoring the 

killings. I conclude my article here by referring to a landmark case. Significant progress in the case of 

Shakti Vahini v. Union of India, 2018, which was one of the landmark cases and the verdict handed 

down to Justice Dipak Misra for stating, “Freedom, to take a name in its original meaning means a 

right. Election. "Feudal thinking must be melted down into darkness which paves the way for freedom. 

The right to enjoy freedom must be pursued continuously and diligently, in order to prosper with power 

and glory. of Matrimonial Alliances in the Name of Respect and Culture of the Bill, 2019. 
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